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Polite Petting: how to say hi to a new dog

Many dogs can have some anxiety meeting new people. Just because a dog approaches 
someone to investigate and sniff them, does not mean they are ready to be grabbed and pet 
by a new person. These are a couple things we can do to really help build their confidence 
and trust in people:

We often miss the signals dogs are giving to try and let us know they are 
uncomfortable
Dogs in shelters can be more sensitive due to inadequate socialization. Following these guidelines 
can help earn their trust faster, build their confidence, and prevent bites.

Toss treats away from yourself
An approaching dog is not always an invitation to pet them. Petting a dog that doesn’t know you 
can be rude. When meeting a dog for the first time, it is best to avoid petting, and just offer a treat 
instead. Tossing the treat away from yourself will help prevent luring the dog closer than they are 
comfortable with.

3-second petting
Too much petting can be stressful, and can even lead to a bite. It is best to keep petting to just a 
couple seconds at a time (1-2 strokes) and then stop. This will give the dog a break, and gives them 
the choice to either ask for more or walk away from the situation.

They aren’t asking for a belly rub
Although some dogs do enjoy belly rubs, most do not. A dog rolling over onto their back is often 
a sign of extreme fear. The best thing to do if a dog begins to roll onto it’s back is to stop petting 
immediately, and step away from the dog to give them some space. Ignoring this sign of discomfort 
can quickly lead to a bite.


